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Top conservative talker Mark Levin is calling for a sweeping boycott of liberal-aligned companies, sports teams, and social media behind the national drive to “cancel” alternative political voices and ...
Mark Levin calls for economic boycott of ‘woke’ companies, sports, and social media
Economics is one of the five main branches of social science, along with sociology, political science, cultural anthropology, and psychology. Social work is considered an applied profession rather ...
Economics for Social Workers: The Application of Economic Theory to Social Policy and the Human Services
it was developed by von Neumann into an ambitious theory of social organization. It was shaped still further by its use in combat analysis in World War II and during the Cold War. Interweaving ...
Von Neumann, Morgenstern, and the Creation of Game Theory
Put aside what you may have heard — pro or con — about terms such as systemic racism or critical race theory for a moment. There’s a lot of exaggeration ...
Commentary: Defenders and opponents of critical race theory are prone to exaggeration
Understanding the consequences for our integrated social and ecological systems requires the use of ecological theory and economics, as well as a clear understanding of resource management issues. As ...
Toward a Social-Ecological Theory of Forest Macrosystems for Improved Ecosystem Management
The COVID crisis shifted perceptions of what society is and how interdependent people are in times of crisis. It convinced people around the world that societies need to create economies and ...
COVID and Economic Well-Being in Eastern Europe and Eurasia
Arizona schools are now banned from teaching controversial topics that some say inappropriately pits races against each other.
Ducey signs bill banning critical race theory in schools
From the halls of Pennsbury and Central Bucks to the state capitol in Harrisburg, debate rages over critical race theory and whether it should be taught in schools.
Analysis: What is critical race theory, and could it be taught in Pennsylvania schools?
Get essential education news and commentary delivered straight to your inbox. Sign up here for The 74’s daily newsletter. Conservative lawmakers wasted no time answering Gov. Greg Abbott’s call to ...
Texas Lawmakers Aim to Limit Critical Race Theory in Schools at Special Session
Economics falls under the social sciences but calling it a science ... government debt (effectively practising modern monetary theory, a theory endorsed by few reputable economists).
When economic theory and market forces collide
Donald Trump is consolidating power over the Republican Party, transforming it from a conservative bourgeois party into a fascist party with a personalist leader and a paramilitary wing.
The CPAC conference and the fascist transformation of Trump’s Republican Party
Peel back the veneer of intellectualism and the underlying message is both clear and frightening: Blacks in America, aided by their white liberal allies, are trying to destroy white America.If that ...
Editorial: In Guilford debate over Critical Race Theory, echoes of KKK, other racist hate groups, are loud and clear
In some parts of the country, primarily in red states or majority-white neighborhoods, parents are up in arms over something called “critical race theory”, and what they believe ...
Critical race theory: What is it actually, and where does the debate stand locally and nationally?
Critical race theory suggests that American institutions, laws, and history are inherently racist. It has no place in the history curriculum for California's K-12 public education.
Opinion: The Risks of Teaching History Through the Lens of Critical Race Theory
The article instead used a game theory approach to analyze a stream ... are aimed at proposing solutions for reducing the social and economic impact of environmental changes—possibly because ...
Climate Crises Can Lead to Improved Social Cooperation and Economy
Top conservative talker Mark Levin is calling for a sweeping boycott of liberal-aligned companies, sports teams and social media behind the national drive to “cancel” alternative political voices and ...
Mark Levin calls for economic boycott of ‘woke’ companies, sports, social media
To the extent that critical race theory looks for explanations and remedies to racial disparities, there’s nothing to object to as far as I can tell.
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